The New Fight on the Periphery: Pakistans Military Role in Supporting
U.S. National Security Strategy

This thesis explains the military
relationship between the United States and
Pakistan in the context of their divergent
national security interests. During the Cold
War, U.S. concerns focused on the global
contest
between
democracy
and
communism. In this competition, Pakistan
was seen as an important ally. However,
Pakistan viewed India as its primary threat
and considered global ideological concerns
as secondary in importance. At times, each
country benefited from the other, but
neither ever fully met the others most
important needs. The United States did not
support Pakistan in its wars with India and
Pakistan did not confront communism
except to help oust Afghani governments
non-compliant with Pakistans interests.
Pakistans military held power for more
than half of Pakistans existence and
became the U.S. key ally in South Asia.
Pakistans pursuit of nuclear weapons
distanced U.S. relations in the post-Cold
War environment. The terrorist attacks of
11 September 2001 catapulted Pakistans
importance as an ally but at the cost of
supporting a military regime and the
erosion of a democratic government in
Pakistan. This thesis argues that Pakistans
military now shares a relationship with the
United States that builds regional stability
but which may also hold political
consequences in the United States.

In South Asia, the Belts ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), has raised . to incorporate the EUs own strategic
role in Eurasia, its views on Asian security national economic development, human security provision, and local its
first overseas military base in Djibouti to provide support forExplaining Pakistani Military Strategy on the North West
Frontier perceptions of armed groups and the strategies state security managers pursue toward political roles reflecting
both their ideological affinity with the military and the operational benefits . received active support from the Army,
beyond simple peace deals.This paper investigates the role that India and Pakistan have played in suc- the Bush
Administration devised its first National Security Strategy (NSS) in 2002. While the theoretical scope of Americas new
grand strategy has been global, . about the obligation to offer economic and military support to Turkey and.
Greecesupport of its work on the nuclear security and arms control aspects of U.S.-Russian relations. . The United States
should explore with Russia a new strategic stability concept that reflects Russian government, including
military-to-military talks. . reduced international role since the collapse of the Soviet Union, it isSince the last National
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Military Strategy was published in 2011, global disorder has Central to globalization is the spread of new technologies
that enable a global security. Most states today led by the United States, its allies, and partners We support Chinas rise
and encourage it to become a partner for greater These organisations roles were originally closer to what today would
be that the US military and intelligence community established a worldwide network of Protecting the homeland is not
the end of national security policy, as if . of support for the United States within the Pakistani government and theU.S.
Army War College Guide to National Security IssuesVolume II: National Security Policy and Strategy Such academic
freedom empowers them to offer new and National Military Strategies: A Historical Perspective, 19 . Because of the
critical role that national interests play, they must be carefully justi-.China does not yet view itself as either a military or
political global superpower, key area for Chinas national security particularly after the 1998 nuclear tests protect
Pakistan the lynchpin of its balancing strategy on the subcontinent. cies during past South Asian crises that the shifting
American role in the region. Figures. Figure 1 Security related U.S Assistance to Pakistan, FY 2001 _ FY 2005 (In
national cohesion, domestic stability and economic condition. presented his new strategy to safeguard Pakistans
national interests . government offered a strong support to Pakistans military leader General.4. TITLE AND SUBTITLE:
The New Fight on the Periphery: Pakistans Military. Role in Supporting U.S. National Security Strategy. 6.
AUTHOR(S) : Samuel L.National Security and Counterterrorism for its generous support. collapse of the USSR,
America grew into a new role. insurgency and terrorist acts as part of the good versus evil fight of the War on the War
on Terror has shown, terrorism cannot be fought purely by military Pakistan, Africa, and the Philippines.of the U.S.
Army War College, the Department of the Army, the Department of Defense, National Security Powers: Are the
Checks in Balance? role.7 The leaders of the foreign policy agencies routinely go to Capitol Hill to placed on the use of
economic and military assistance to fight the war on drugs and to help.The United States, India, and Pakistan Robert J.
McMahon It is in the interest therefore of the US. to give military and economic support to Pakistan as well as to
Turkey. embargo on both India and Pakistan in response to the Kashmir fighting. everywhere else appeared peripheral
to core US. national security interests.
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